Featured Artist - Nicola Styan
At Winchester School of Art I studied traditional printmaking processes and all
my early prints were created using Lithography and Relief printing techniques.
Landscape was my theme at this time. I sketched the Grand Union Canal a
number of times to gain ‘a sense of place’ which can be seen in the woodcut
Breaking Out. I also produced a series of watercolours of Sussex land and
seascapes.

Breaking Out, 75 x 57cm, Woodcut
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At the University of Brighton I created abstract work based on digital
technology and how it impacted upon our lives. The use of colour then
became a dominant study in my work as in Counteraction.
Screen printing is now my main printmaking process as I combine hand drawn
techniques with digital processes. Screen printing is a versatile process for
creative possibilities which led me to set up a screen printing department at
the Working Men’s College in Camden Town, where I taught screen printing
and digital media.

Counteraction, 120.5 x 96.5cm, Lithograph
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Living in London has compelled me to document the city’s changing skyline.
The changing environment presents varying moods of time and place.
Buildings can reflect one another to show a multiple presence of buildings.
This is shown in the Cheese Grater 4.05.13 with its unfinished structure
having one pane of glass reflecting the Gherkin building.

Cheese Grater 4.05.13, 30 x 30cm, Screen Print
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At night in particular the cityscape holds mystery and drama simultaneously
especially on the South Bank. The bridges along the Thames are monumental
and provide theatrical outbursts when they are lit as in London Eye and
Blackfriars Bridge 8.59pm. The cityscape can be recreated into a spectacle of
vivid colour that reflects the perpetually alive environment.

London Eye, 20 x14cm, Screen Print
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Blackfriars Bridge 8.59pm, 25 x 19.5cm, Screen Print
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I have included my fingerprint in another body of my work to represent my
identity and presence. It first appeared in my Self Portrait (now my icon on
the Printmakers Council members page!) and subsequently in My Four
Marilyns. Currently, my fingerprint is shown in various locations in London. In
my book Fingerprint Remembers London in 2012, my fingerprint takes a
journey into the events of 2012. This book includes reproductions of my prints,
including the The Third Man, Vertigo and Practising on the Olympic
Velodrome Roof (see website *) along with hand drawn illustrations.

My Four Marilyns , 38 x 38cm, Screen Print

	
  

Nicola obtained her BA Fine Art in Printmaking at Winchester School of Art
and an MA at the University of Brighton. She is a Printmakers Council
Committee Member and makes limited edition screen prints and
illustrates/designs her published books. Her work has been bought by a
variety of people in the media. To view her latest book ‘Fingerprint
Remembers London in 2012’ please click the link below:
http://www.lulu.com/shop/nicola-styan/fingerprint-remembers-london-in-20122nd-edition/paperback/product-21229514.html
*Website: www.nicolastyan.co.uk Email: nicola@nicolastyan.co.uk
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